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Description

CryptoBox is a mystery box containing a random
reward multiplier from a range between x0.3 and x400.
People all across the crypto universe will be able to
purchase boxes with our own coin CBOX which is built
on the Binance Smart Chain Network and is an essential
element of this “CryptoBox” project.
The C-Boxers will receive their fruitful and valuable
rewards in one of the six coins as followed: Bitcoin,
Etherium, Litecoin, Dogecoin, Shiba and of course our
coin CBOX.
As mentioned above CBOX is built on the Binance Smart
Chain as its main chain because it’s cheaper, faster and
has an incredible scalability, so it converts in to BEP-20
coins to minimize the transactions fees.
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Mission

We made a challenge to ourselves to push for greatness
with everything we do and create the best community
out there. The main mission of CBOX is to create an
ever-expanding community thriving on a rewarding
ecosystem, providing the holders with a chance to
multiply their income.
We have also implemented a burn mechanism that will
ensure that the price of CBOX will increase with every
purchase of crypto boxes.
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How it works

Our plan is to have different kinds of boxes with many
diverse prices, each containing different multipliers. So
for the start we gave our focus only on three boxes
where for the cheapest box the maximum reward
multiplier will be x100 and it will scale up along with the
cost of the box, up to a multiplier of x400. The
purchasing of the Crypto Boxes will always be in our
coin – CBOX.
Once the box is purchased the reward coin will be
chosen randomly at the same time when the reward
multiplier is chosen with a range from x0.3 to x400,
depending on the CryptoBox.
As mentioned above CBOX is built on the Binance
Smart Chain as its main chain because it’s cheaper,
faster and has an incredible scalability, so it converts
the reward in to BEP-20 coins to minimize the
transactions fees.
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Rewards

The total reward will be be calculated with the following
equation:
(The cost of the crypto box calculated in BNB) *
(randomly chosen multiplier) = REWARD AMOUNT
For things to be clearer for our C-Boxers we are giving
you a simple example:
Let say the cheapest CryptoBox is 10.000 CBOX which
by the current price of our coin is equal to 0.1 BNB.
When the box is purchased let say the randomly chosen
multiplier is x100. The total reward from this box is
10BNB. After all this is done at the same time the reward
gets randomly converted in one of the following coins:
Bitcoin, Etherium, Litecoin, Dogecoin, Shiba and
CBOX.
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Tokenomics
For each buy/sell transaction a certain fee will be taken
and split accordingly.
Total Supply: 1,000,000,000
Token Symbol: CBOX
Token Decimals: 9
BSC Contract:
0xfd5ecb7b36313b606a6d6ba60858514f40e1751c
Buy Transaction (6 % fee)
2% Liquidity Pool
2% Rewards Pool
1.5% Marketing Wallet
0.5% Development Wallet
Sell Transaction (7 % fee)
2% Liquidity Pool
2% Rewards Pool
2% Marketing Wallet
1% Development Wallet
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Tokenomics

When a c-Boxer will buy a crypto box the funds are split
accordingly:

90% Rewards Pool
2% Burn Address
4% Marketing Wallet
4% Development Wallet
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Team
Our founders team consists of:
CEO
CFO
Marketing Manager
Marketing Agent X2
Graphic Designer
Data Analyst
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Roadmap

26th June 2022 - Launch at Pancake Swap and
releasing of DAAP
July 2022 - CoinGecko Listing and CMC Listing
August 2022 - Grand Prize for holders that bought
more then 5 boxes!
September 2022 - The reveal of the 4th
Crypto(NFT)Box
November 2022 - CryptoSwap
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Audit

https://github.com/cyberscopeio/audits/blob/main/1-cbox/audit.pdf
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KYC

https://github.com/cyberscope-io/kyc/blob/main/1cbox/kyc.png
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